Amazing Wedding Cakes (Series 4)
10 x 1 HOUR
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. A Tale of Three Cities, Gift Boxes, Rock Climbing Cakes
Robin and her team at Gateaux Inc. are working on a wedding cake for Marissa and Robb.
Marissa spent several years in the bright lights of New York City while Robb did the LA thing. Last
year both moved back home to Minnesota, and within a month cupid struck. Their ‘Tale of 3 Cities’
is to be told creating a towering cake depicting the skylines of the NY, LA & Minneapolis. Robin
even enlists her handy father-in-law Magic Phil to help her recreate Minneapolis’ Cherry and
Spoon sculpture. But will this sky-scraping cake be too tall an order?

2. Italian Tower of Pisa, Fly Me to the Moon, Crystal Quilted Cakes
At Cleveland’s White Flower Cake Shoppe, an Italian-themed engagement cake features the
Leaning Tower of Pisa, but with the clock ticking, a crack in the wine bottle, and a cup of forgotten
gelato, will this leaning Tower fall flat? Plus, Chris Garren’s bakery creates a classy aerospace
cake for a couple who work for NASA. And Vinny from Staten Island – the youngest baker on the
show – does an elegant quilted cake with ribbons of crystals, to accommodate 250 guests!

3. Black & White, Gold, Koala
Chris Garren meets Reid and Rebecca, and learns they’re looking for a koala bear cake. Why
koala? They met while both were in the Navy and strictly followed military protocol about ‘no signs
of public affection’. So they came up with a code-word to represent their love ‘koala.’ Chris &
Kristen begin sculpting two koalas and a competition kicks in, who will create the cutest koala?
Kristen makes a branch of a eucalyptus tree with lifelike leaves. But Marjie struggles with
aboriginal decorations.

4. Bridesmaids’ Dresses, Winter Wonderland & BBQ Picnic Cakes
Robin in Minnesota creates a bridal shower cake that’s a stunning salute to being many times a
bridesmaid, and now happily a bride. Christopher designs a wedding cake that’s a twist on a
classic BBQ picnic, with chequered tablecloths, watermelon, dandelions and dragonflies.
Meanwhile, White Flower in Ohio dreams up dangling snowflakes and rock sugar sparkle.

5. Chefs, Recycling & Shimmer Cakes
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Bride-to-be Susan and her mother Donna come to see Robin at Gateaux for the wedding cake
Susan has always dreamed of. Since Robin designed the invitations for Susan’s wedding, she’s
very familiar with the wedding theme and colour scheme. Robin comes up with a stunning,
shimmering design that incorporates elements from the invitation and is perfect for celebrating
both this winter wedding and its New Year’s Eve date. The glimmering gold cake has confetti
bubbling up its tiers, just like a glass of champagne.

6. Dueling Engagement and Beach Cakes
Kelly and Kristen have come to White Flower Cake Shoppe with a unique request for their
engagement cakes. These two sisters, both engaged, have been competing with each other for as
long as they can remember, so they keep the competition going by having a double engagement
party complete with duelling cakes. Kristen’s cake, designed by Marianne, has a woodsy
cabin/true love theme, and Kelly’s cake, made by Lauren, incorporates the couple’s hobbies and
the lifeguard chair at the shore where Kelly said “yes!”

7. Globe, Jewel & Opposites Cakes
Tony and Tracy come to White Flower Cake Shoppe with visions of gold and jewels for their
wedding cake. Tracy wants fancy – and what Tracy wants, Tracy gets. The resulting bedazzled
cake design features hand-sculpted wine coloured roses and calla lilies, and lots of edible jewels.
It promises to be stunning, but Marianne and Lauren first have to figure out the tricky process of
making the jewels for the cake that Tracy has her heart set on.

8. Clock, Shoe & Glam Cakes
Holly and Dave meet with Marianne at the White Flower Cake Shoppe about designing their
dream wedding cake. Since Holly is very much into all things glamorous, she wants a cake that
will reflect the ‘winter glam’ theme of their wedding. After sending Dave away, Holly shows
Marianne a picture of the enormous sparkly bow on her dress' waistline. Marianne suggests that
they match it with similar sparkly bows all over the cake.

9. Burgundy, Moroccan Pillow & Possum Cakes
Ayman and Entesar are an engaged couple who want to show their family and friends how happy
they are to have found each other. They reveal to Marianne at White Flower Cake Shoppe in Ohio
that their engagement party will be in a trendy club’s Moroccan room, so they want a cake that
compliments the room’s decor. Nothing is too good for this classy bride, including a 4 tier cake
with a 24 karat gold dome and a sugar version of the engagement ring perched atop a soft cake
pillow.

10. Art Deco, Baseball & Versailles Cakes
Rebecca comes into Gateaux Inc. to order a bridal shower cake for her twin sister Melissa.
Melissa met her fiancée Tyler, a baseball player, at a bus stop. It was love at first sight. Rebecca,
being the good sister that she is, wants a bridal shower cake that reflects both bride and groom.
Robin suggests a sexy baseball-themed cake complete with scoreboard, peanuts, sexy lingerie
and a caramel corn box that holds an exact replica of Melissa’s engagement ring as the prize.
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